No.: 2023-03, Revision 1
Issued: 9 March 2023

Subject: Surrender of ENAC Type Certificate No. A 374 affecting Leonardo S.p.A. AS-61N and AS-61N1 helicopter models

Type Certificate No.: A 374 (TCDS SO/A 270)
Affected product(s): AS-61N, AS-61N1
Issue date: 23 December 1987
Issued by: ENAC


Background: The holder of Type Certificate A 374 surrendered its TC for the AS-61N and AS-61N1 helicopter models.


The Type Certificate No. A 374 was transferred from ENAC to EASA 28 September 2003, in accordance with CR (EU) 1702/2003, Article 2, 3., (a), (i), 1st bullet.

Leonardo S.p.A. has informed EASA that the AS-61N1 helicopter model is no more produced and the AS-61N has never been manufactured, and that there is no such helicopter model in civil operation. Consequently, the helicopter TC is surrendered.

From 2 February until 3 March 2023 EASA had published the Certification Information 2023-03 to communicate the surrender to the public and invited to comment on it.

Until 3 March 2023 EASA received no comments.

With the deletion of the AS-61N and AS-61N1 from, and the subsequent update of the EASA Product List Rotorcraft the surrender of Type Certificate A 374 becomes effective.
**Contact:** In case of questions concerning the surrender process please write to the address listed below, or send an e-mail with reference to the text string ‘Certification Information 2023-03, Revision 1’:

European Union Aviation Safety Agency  
CT.2.3 - Heavy Rotorcraft Section  
Postfach 10 12 53  
D-50452 Köln  
Deutschland  
E-Mail: vtol@easa.europa.eu
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